All Students will be studying English, Mathematics, Humanities, Physical Education and a Language for 2 semesters.

Students will elect to study one Semester of an Arts subject and one Semester of a Technology subject.

As an alternative they can choose French or the Advanced Thinking Program which will replace these electives. Students can express their interest to join the Advanced Thinking Program however acceptance is determined by the HOD.

**Line Option One**
Arts Subjects – Please number 1 to 6 in order of preference
- [ ] Dance
- [ ] Drama
- [ ] Art
- [ ] Music
These electives will replace the above Arts if selected on this line
- [ ] French
- [ ] Advanced Thinking Program

**Line Option Two**
Technology Subjects – Please number 1 to 4 in order of preference
- [ ] Home Economics
- [ ] Manual Arts
These electives will replace the above Technology if selected on this line
- [ ] French
- [ ] Advanced Thinking Program
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